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Dear Independent Entrepreneur
Take pride to belong to the group of people who are happy, because they have achieved success by 

scaling triumphs, being masters of their life, time, health and money.

People who have improved their quality of life through the consumption and distribution of Lifehuni products. 

Now you have the opportunity to achieve each of your dreams. You will not find limit to 
your financial goals, you will enjoy wellness and nutrition. Everything is at your reach.

 
In Lifehuni, you do not require Bachelor or Master Degrees; you will be the 

result of your imagination and your actions

Thank you for cooperating with our mission

Julio César Marín Venegas
CEO



  The mind and the universe in unison are in charge of granting us what we ask for, no more, no less, and for 
our dreams to come true, there must be an order of ideas and priorities in our life. The financial plan will 
facilitate the way to achieve our goals. 

Start your plans by asking the following questions: What should I change in my life? What do I need to be better?

Health, love and money, a set of priorities that allow us to fulfill the final objective of our existence, to achieve 
Happiness.

People who think and dream of being successful achieve it.

In Lifehuni you will be the owner of your time, life, nutrition and economy, it will be the result of your effort 
and dedication.

Lifehuni is a Company created for all of us to achieve happiness. 

Set up your goal list that you want to live by and move forward. Set them a date (short, medium and long term) and put 
them in a place where you can always read them. 

LIFE PROJECT
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Do not give your mind space to negative thoughts; reject them as soon as they appear. 



LIFE PROJECT
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All goals, no matter how difficult they may seem, are possible and Lifehuni is willing to help you achieve them.

Start your Lifehuni business plan:

Make a list of your economic needs, put a value on them, total them, and divide them by the number of days 
you have to fulfill them. The result will be the amount of money that you should obtain as a net profit each day 
with the sale of Lifehuni products. Think this daily sale as the minimum you need to accomplish before the end 
of your distribution day.

Make a list of family, friends, acquaintances and referrals with whom you can share the benefits of Lifehuni 
products.

Get each person you tell about your testimonial to connect you with others who are interested in learning 
about our products and our company.

Remember that happiness, love, and wealth depend on what you do with your time, your money, and the 
information you receive.

This is the time to achieve success, achieve goals and fulfill dreams.

 

“Welcome to the Lifehuni world, where 
we are all part of one big family”



Our vision

Our mission
We are a networking marketing Company that promotes a 

healthy lifestyle through our products generating nutritional 
solutions and developing business opportunity through our 

financial plan, always seeking social welfare and environmental 
sustainability.

OUR MISSION AND VISION
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By 2023, Lifehuni will have presence on two continents, 
and will be a recognized multilevel marketing business 

for generating nutritional solutions and business 
opportunities to all our employees, entrepreneurs 

and consumers.



1. PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, 
DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND 
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1.1. Lifehuni principles (Consume, Show it, Discuss, Teach)

1.1.1. Consume

1.1.2. Show it

1.1.3. Discuss

Live the experience of using and taking Lifehuni products, others will see the result they have on you and that is why your 
testimony will give people the confidence to consume our products. Star by asking to your clients what their health and 
nutrition needs are, and look for options in the catalog that Lifehuni offers as a solution. Use the products every day; ask 
for orientation to your representative for guidance on which products will offer you wellbeing. Consume our products 
for nutrition and prevention.

Wear the mark, use accessories that carry the Lifehuni brand, place advertisements that catch people´s attention, use 
silent sales methods or systems, such as: ads, business cards (Where you identify yourself as a Lifehuni authorized 
entrepreneur), clothing, among others. These tools will give you the opportunity to talk about our company, our 
products and business opportunities.

Tell the experience, it is the best sales strategy. The testimonials and results say more than paid advertisement; this 
way you can share with people who want to hear about the goodness and benefits that Lifehuni has given you and what 
you can do for others. Tell them about the quality of life and economics benefits you have, and that have transformed 
your life.
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1.1.4. Teach

1.2. Conditions of the Independent Entrepreneur (I.E.) Agreement

1.3. Changes and Additions

Educating about the benefits of our products and the financial system of Lifehuni, you will see positive transformations 
in all the people and better results in quality of life and financial independence. Teaching it is the best way to multiply our 
success.

According to the I.E. (Independent Entrepreneur) registration Agreement, the IE is entitled to purchase from Lifehuni 
and sell the products to final customers, may represent others and develop Lifehuni's compensation plan. Having the 
right to claim profits, benefits, bonuses, awards, prizes, incentives, direct sales discounts and level upgrades which are 
subject to compliance with the conditions of the I.E. registration agreement, including, but not limited to, this document, 
Lifehuni policies and rules of procedure.

Any change in the Lifehuni Rules of Procedure and the Compensation Plan will be submitted to the Disciplinary and 
Ethics Committee of our company. All modifications will apply as from the date of publication or as from the date indica-
ted in the published document. The IE has the power to accept or terminate the registration agreement unilaterally if it 
deems it appropriate in view of any changes made. Termination shall be made by written notice to Lifehuni.
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1.4. Severability

.

“In Lifehuni you do not require titles or specializations. 
You will be the result of your imagination and your actions.” 

JCMV

PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS

a) The Lifehuni Company does not provide commercial premises for third parties. If an IE, on its own account, operates 
their business from premises other than his own residence, he will assume responsibility for obtaining, equipping, and 
paying rents for said premises. No IE may register any commercial establishment under the name of Lifehuni or any of 
its products or trademarks.

b) The Lifehuni Company will provide a Lifehuni Virtual and/or Physical Independent Entrepreneur Manual contai-
ning, among others, Rules of Procedure, Compensation Plan, order procedures, and many more. These documents and 
regulations published by Lifehuni through any of the official means together with the issued notices by the company 
from time to time at its sole discretion, are immediately incorporated into the registration agreement signed by the IE, 
each of the above in its most recently published form regardless of the date of affiliation.

c) The IE will find the updated price catalog for each year, which can be downloaded by the IE for review and updating 
in the price table.
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1.5. Representation generalities

 

 

 

1.6. I.E. Conditions

The Lifehuni business opportunity is presented equally to anyone regardless of his or her ethnicity, gender, nationality, 
religious or political beliefs.

To be an IE does NOT require the following:

Mandatory purchase of a certain quantity of products.
Maintain a specified minimum inventory
Purchase of Business Support Tools.

a) The IE may only distribute Lifehuni products within the country to which its representation code belongs.

b) The IE agrees to use its best effort to distribute Lifehuni products and services to potential consumers in a way that is 
conductive to the reputation of the company in accordance with this manual, registration agreement and other documents 
issued by the company.

c) The IE will carry out the distribution activities without any subordination from Lifehuni, determining their own schedule, 
objectives and work methodologies. The IE will be responsible for the taxes applicable to the same activity.
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d) The IE shall not hold itself as a franchise or securities agent, beneficiary, direct or indirect employee and/or legal repre-
sentative of Lifehuni.

e) The IE undertakes that in the events that it acts as a representative of other IEs, it will do so as a delegate and must do 
so within the framework of good customs, ethics and legal framework, making its best effort to train, support, direct and 
keep them informed, accepting the clauses and conditions of the rules of procedure, this manual, registration agreement 
and other documents issued by Lifehuni.

f) The IE assumes the risks on the care or loss of the products, from the date of receipt, as a result of direct purchase made 
from Lifehuni.

g) THE IE must pay in full the value of the products requested at the time of placing the order and will be responsible and 
manager of its own portfolio with third parties, whether they are customers, generations or derivative lines.

h) The IE will not be able to create advertising on its own account of Lifehuni products, for this task it may only and exclusi-
vely use the advertising and media that the company delivers and authorizes, which is adjusted to the guidelines and 
directives of the country in which it operates. Likewise, the description, characteristics and benefits of the products on 
social networks must be the same as those shows in the manuals and advertising of Lifehuni, the IE are free to use their 
own testimony as a tool in the placement of the products in the market.
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1.7.1. Lifehuni 

1.7.2.  Independent Entrepreneur (I.E.) / I.E. holder

 

 1.7.3. The I.E. registration agreement 

i) The terms herein exposed and the affiliation as IE to Lifehuni, commit the IE to comply with all the guidelines. In case 
of incurring any type of violation of these terms, the IE is obliged to accept the suspension and/or definitive cancella-
tion of its code, depending on the seriousness of the fault, which are stipulated in this manual and in the Rules of proce-
dure. Reprimands the company is disciplinary and ethics committee will issue (whichever applies).

1.7. Definitions of terms

Refers to Lifehealth Universal Company responsible for the research, design, manufacture, distribution and marketing 
of dietary supplements.

The person who through a code can buy products from the company with the corresponding discounts as well as develop 
the Lifehuni business.

This is the registration form for the new I.E.s and this will go with the other documents attached to it refer to the means 
authorized by law depending on the country to which you are applying to obtain the code. The documents shall form part 
of the terms and conditions of the agreement between the I.E. and Lifehuni.
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1.7.4. The application

1.7.5. Lifehuni business opportunity

1.7.6. Lifehuni policies

“The sweetest human experience is 
giving a pleasant smile”. JCMV

It is the process by which the applicant will fill out the registration agreement, sign it, attach the respective documents (as 
a requirement according to the country in which Lifehuni business is being exercised) and submit them to Lifehuni as a 
request to initiate a link.

The registration agreement ends with Lifehuni acceptance or rejection of the application up to 30 days later of the receipt 
of the registration agreement with the requested documents.

These are the products, compensation plan, support, virtual platform, training, and payment system offered by Lifehuni 
company related in the I.E. registration agreement and other related documents.

These are the rules, regulations and other official agreements published by Lifehuni, including the rules of procedure, 
ethics and other additional conditions that may be modified by Lifehuni and incorporated into the I.E. agreements (these 
modifications will be made if in the exercise of the practice and/or environmental conditions oblige us).
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1.7.7. Lifehuni products
All products supplied by Lifehuni to the I.E.s for sale.

1.7.8. Lifehuni Compensation Plan
The method by which earnings, benefits, bonuses, qualifications and awards are calculated based on sales of Lifehuni products.

1.7.9. Support Tools
Tools designed to help the I.E.s in the exercise of its sales, e.g., printed material, audio, video and multimedia, recognitions, 
award systems, meetings and other events, other materials and/or equipment that provide information or support for the sale 
of products.

Note: Lifehuni does not produce Support tools.

1.7.10. Lifehuni official advertising
Informative magazines, product brochures, product labels, audio and video, virtual graphic pieces and other printed and visual 
materials produced by Lifehuni or for Lifehuni.

1.7.11. Lifehuni official website (www.lifehuni.com/usa)
It is the website created and managed by Lifehuni, where Lifehuni is the owner of all the content of the website and where 
Lifehuni informs about the business opportunity, products and services, rules of procedure, purchase processes, incentives, 
etc.
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1.7.12. Incentives
These are the additional plans prepared annually by Lifehuni, of voluntary participation, established to have additional 
earnings that is not part of the official compensation plan, to stimulate the fulfillment of the I.E. goals.

1.7.13. Rating
It is an achievement reached to move up in level according to Lifehuni’s compensation plan.

1.7.14. International code
It is the Lifehuni code assigned to the I.E. that resides in a country different from the country in which it exercises the 
Lifehuni business (To request an international code, the I.E. must comply with all legal, tax and other requirements in the 
country that wishes to develop the Lifehuni business opportunity).

1.7.15. Group points
These are the total points made by a distributor's network without distinction between Life and non-Life I.E.s of your 
business.

1.7.16. Personal points
These are the points made for each I.E. as a result of the calculation of their purchases.
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1.7.17. I.E. one sun
Natural or legal person authorized by Lifehuni to commercialize the products, after the execution of a registration agree-
ment. Your profits start with a 20% discount on their purchases.

1.7.18. I.E. two suns
I.E. that has a 24% to 36% discount on purchases made with Lifehuni.

1.7.19. I.E. junior
Person appointed by the I.E. to distribute Lifehuni products under the same agreement. The designation of the I.E. Junior 
implies that this one remains as beneficiary of all the rigts and obligations of the registration agreement in any case and/or 
death of the I.E. holder.
In order to obtain shares, the I.E. Junior must meet all the requirements of the I.E. holder

1.7.20. I.E. Life
I.E. that has a 40% discount on purchases made with Lifehuni.

1.7.21. I.E. Life Platinum
I.E. that, fulfilling the requirements established by Lifehuni, obtains: a 40% discount on the purchases, network utilities of 
your non-Life I.E.s that do not depend on a I.E. Life and benefits for network purchases (these benefits will be 1 % to 4% of 
all purchases of your first and second generation Life I.E.s and all non-Life I.E.s of these that do not depend on a Life I.E.).
The percentage to be liquidated will be obtained from the calculation of the personal sales of the I.E. Life Platinum and/or 
its non-Life I.E.s. that do not depend on an I.E. Life.
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1.7.22. I.E. Life Sapphire

I.E. that in their first generation has four (4) I.E.s Life Platinum, each one with benefits for network purchase equivalent to 
two hundred and thirty-five dollars ($235 USD) and each of these I.E.s Life Platinum have three (3) I.E.s Life in their first 
generation with minimum sales of 4 personal points or from their Non-Life network.

The I.E. Life Sapphire fulfilling the requirements established by Lifehuni obtains: a 40% discount on personal purchases, 
network profits of their non-Life I.E.s that do not depend on a I.E. Life and network purchase benefits (these benefits will 
be 1% to 4% of all purchases of your first three (3) generations of I.E.s Life and all non-Life I.E.s of these and that do not 
depend on another I.E. Life).

The percentage to be liquidated will be obtained from the calculation of the personal sales of the Sapphire Life I.E. and/or 
its non-Life I.E.s and that do not depend on a I.E. Life.

I.E.s must only qualify once for this title and must comply with the conditions each period to collect their benefits. This 
table of percentages is found in Section 3 Compensation Plan, numeral 3.3.7 Table of Benefits of Life Platinum, Life 
Sapphire, Life Emerald and Life Diamond I.E.s.

I.E.s must only qualify once for this title, they must comply the conditions each period to collect their benefits. This table 
of percentages can be found in Section 3 Compensation Plan, numeral 3.3.7 Table of Benefits of Life Platinum, Life 
Sapphire, Life Emerald and Life Diamond I.E.s.
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 1.7.23. I.E. Life Emerald

I.E. that in its first generation has eight (8) I.E.s Life Platinum, each one with benefits for network purchase equivalent to 
two hundred and thirty-five dollars ($235 USD) and each of these I.E.s Life Platinum have three (3) I.E. Life in its first gene-
ration with minimum sales of 4 personal points or from your Non-Life network.

The I.E. Emerald Life fulfilling the requirements established by Lifehuni obtains: a 40% discount on personal purchases, 
network utilities of their non-Life I.E.s that do not depend on a I.E. Life and benefits for network purchases (these benefits 
will be of the 1% to 4% of all purchases of your first four (4) generations of I.E.s Life and all non-Life I.E.s of these and that 
do not depend on another I.E. Life).

The percentage to be liquidated will be obtained from the calculation of the personal sales of the I.E. Emerald Life and/or 
their non-Life I.E.s and that do not depend on an I.E. Life. 

I.E.s must only qualify once for this title and must comply with the conditions each period to collect their benefits. This 
table of percentages is found in Section 3 Compensation Plan, numeral 3.3.7 Table of Benefits of Life Platinum, Life 
Sapphire, Life Emerald and Life Diamond I.E.s.

1.7.24. I.E. Life Diamond

I.E. that in its first generation has twelve (12) I.E.s Life Platinum, each one with network purchase benefits equivalent to 
two hundred thirty-five dollars ($235 USD) and each of these I.E.s Life Platinum have three (3) I.E. Life in its first genera-
tion with minimum sales of 4 personal points or from your Non-Life network.
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The I.E. Life Diamond fulfilling the requirements established by Lifehuni obtains: a 40% discount on personal purchases, 
network utilities of their non-Life I.E.s that do not depend on a I.E. Life and network purchase benefits (these benefits will 
be of the 1% to 4% of all purchases of your first five (5) generations of I.E.s Life and all non-Life I.E.s of these and that do 
not depend on another I.E. Life).
The percentage to be liquidated will be obtained from the calculation of the personal sales of the I.E. Diamond Life and/or 
their non-Life I.E.s and that do not depend on a I.E. Life. 
I.E.s must only qualify once for this title and must comply with the conditions each period to collect their benefits. This 
table of percentages is found in Section 3 Compensation Plan, numeral 3.3.7 Table of Benefits of Life Platinum, Life 
Sapphire, Life Emerald and Life Diamond I.E.s.

1.7.25. I.E. Life  Double Diamond

It is that U.S.I. that in its first generation has twelve (16) E.U.I.S Life Platinum, each with benefits for network purchase 
equal to (13) thirteen points and each of these U.S.I.S Life Platinum has three (3) U.S. Life in its first generation with 
minimum sales of 4 personal points or its NO Life network. The E.U.I. Life Diamond meeting the requirements established 
by Lifehuni gets: a 40% discount on personal purchases you make, non-Life U.S. network utilities that are not dependent 
on a U.S. Life and network purchase profits (these benefits will be 1% to 4% of all purchases from your first five (6) 
generations of U.S.I.S Life and all U.S.I.S non-Life generations thereof and not dependent on another U.S.Life). 

The percentage to be settled will be obtained from the calculation of personal sales of the U.S.I. Life Diamante and/or its
U.S.I.S NOT Life and not dependent on a U.S.I. Life. The U.S. should only qualify once for this
title and must meet the conditions each period to collect their benefits. This table of
percentages are found in Section 3 Compensation Plan, numeral 3.3.7 Table of Benefits of
E.U.I.S Life Platinum, Sapphire, Emerald, Diamond, Double Diamond. 
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1.7.26.  
I.E. which freely represents people interested in commercializing or consuming the products

1.7.27. Client
Anyone who is not I.E. of Lifehuni, who purchase our products.

1.7.28. Represent
It is the process carried out by an I.E.s for another person becomes part of their network.

1.7.29. Scoring Scale
Each Lifehuni product has a determined value of points. As the I.E. acquires products, it accumulates points, which will be 
used for its qualification. The scoring scale refers to the level of classification in which each I.E. is, related to the direct 
purchase of Lifehuni products, personally or through their network.

1.7.30. Derivative Line
It is the vertical organization that an I.E. performs when representing other I.E.s in Lifehuni and these represent theirs.

1.7.31. Generation
It is the name assigned to the horizontal line of I.E.s that are part of a network.

1.7.32. Rating cycle
Each month of the year is a qualifying cycle. (This starts on day one and goes to the last day of the month.)

1.7.33. Retail utilities
It is the difference between the discounted product price paid by an I.E. to Lifehuni and the selling price paid by a custo-
mer.
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1.7.34. Earnings for purchase difference

It is the difference between the discount of the representative and the discount of each of the represented in derived line. 
Amount of money that Lifehuni returns to representatives for purchases made by their derived lines of I.E.s.

1.7.35. Network purchase earnings

Money awarded in each cycle to Life I.E.s (Platinum, Sapphire, Emerald and Diamond) ranging from 1% to 4% over the 
purchase volume of their I.E.s up to 5 generations depending on the level at which it is located.

1.8. Requirements to be an I.E.

a) Any citizen of legal age, regardless of gender or race, can apply to sell Lifehuni products, except for laws, rules or regula-
tions of the country in which the company operates, which indicate that the citizen may not engage in direct selling 
business; in which case he/she/they may not apply.

b) If the applicant is a minor, their application must be supported by the signature of the parent or guardian (These condi-
tions will be adopted in accordance with the laws of the country in which the company is operating).

c) The applicant must respect the regulations and standards established by Lifehuni and the laws of the country in which 
the company operates.
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d) It will be a Lifehuni I.E. from the date of the registration agreement is approved regardless of whether their representa-
tion code has been previously issued.

e) Lifehuni reserves the right to reject or accept applications for I.E.s.

1.9. RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE INDEPENDENT ENTREPRENEURS (I.E.)

A. The I.E. must comply with the political constitution of the country in which it resides and the laws or regulations related 
to the sales of that country. In addition, the I.E. must not be involved with businesses that the laws of his country qualify as 
fraudulent or illegal, nor participate in activities that place the reputation of Lifehuni at risk.

B. The Lifehuni I.E. will acquire the products directly in the company's Main Office or in a virtual way.

C. The Lifehuni I.E. must guarantee the quality of the products and the service to its consumers.

D. The Lifehuni I.E. must explain uses, precautions and how to use the products.

E. The Lifehuni I.E. will immediately inform the company in a verbal or written way of the complaints or claims that consu-
mers have.

F. The Lifehuni I.E. will collaborate with the solutions to complaints or claims, if it is within its resolutive capacity and with 
the previous authorization of Lifehuni.

ef7d00
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G. The Lifehuni I.E. can not use professions, corporations or businesses other than Lifehuni for the purpose of selling other 
products, nor must it use methods that are contrary to ethics.

H. The Lifehuni I.E. is not authorized to import or export Lifehuni products, nor to promote for individuals to do so.

I. The Lifehuni I.E. can not use the sales network to promote other products such as investments, insurance, products of 
other companies, etc.

J. The Lifehuni I.E. who wishes to change their representative must have written and notarized authorization from their 
entire chain of representation, explaining the reasons for the request, losing all existing rights if approved by the Lifehuni 
disciplinary and ethical committee. Lifehuni may approve or deny the request without having to offer justification. If 
approved, no transfer of I.E. of your organization or derived line. If the request is denied and your intention to change your 
representative persists, you may renounce Lifehuni and its entire network, and re-enter after three months from the date 
of approval of the resignation. With this resignation, the I.E. you will lose the representation code, the level and the 
network. It is not guaranteed that the I.E. that resigns and complies with the rules, be accepted again in Lifehuni.

K. The benefits, rights, commissions and obligations belonging to a Lifehuni I.E., will not be sold or transferred.

L. If after the acceptance as Lifehuni I.E., wishes to request his resignation he/she may do so. You may waiver the rights of 
Lifehuni and the entire network, and re-enter after three months from the date of approval of the waiver. With this resig-
nation, the I.E. will lose the representation code, the level and the network. It is not guaranteed that the I.E. that resigns 
and complies with the rules, be accepted again in Lifehuni.

PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS
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M. The Lifehuni I.E. should stimulate and encourage their network to deepen and learn about the products, through the 
sharing of audios and publications produced by the company Lifehuni.

N. The Lifehuni I.E. must inform about infringements of company rules or regulations. If the representative discovers that 
some of his derivative online U.S. are missing the rules or regulations of the company, he must report them or else he will 
be reprimanded or dismissed depending on the seriousness of the fault.

O. The Lifehuni I.E. must train their organization on a regular basis by the most appropriate means and according to the 
need (meetings, videoconferences, audios, videos, etc.).

P. The Lifehuni I.E. must maintain a business address, email and phone number for the database and for good and timely 
communication with their organization.

Q. The Lifehuni I.E. must help to correctly fill out the forms for applications, resignations, orders and other administrative 
procedures.

R. The Lifehuni I.E. should stay informed about the company's policies, to make sure their network knows and unders-
tands.

S. A Lifehuni I.E. can not purchase products in the name of another I.E., if he/she is not authorized for this purpose, just as 
he/she can not supply its data so that someone else makes purchases in their name. In case of being authorized by the I.E., 
you must present a signed and notarized letter in which you express it.
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T. Orders placed with Lifehuni will be paid by the I.E., your spouse (with prior written authorization) or your I.E. junior.

U. The Representative-Represented relationship is the pillar of Lifehuni marketing, for that reason the norms and regula-
tions of the company protect the rights of the representatives. Therefore changes of representation are considered 
harmful, although in specific circumstances they will be allowed.

V. None of Lifehuni I.E. may interfere in the Representative-Represented relationship, inciting or persuading him to 
change the derivative line.

W. The I.E. must be an example in terms of compliance with the rules and regulations established by Lifehuni.

X. If the I.E. does not comply with the obligations indicated, their network reports non-compliance and Lifehuni confirms 
the truth of the complaint, the I.E. will receive warnings until the dismissal of the qualification and total loss of benefits.

1.10. Regulation

A. None of Lifehuni I.E. 
must not recruit, promote or educate any network than their own network, except as authorized by the other I.E.

B.  An administration fee of 2% will be deducted according to the income obtained by the I.E. if at any time in the exercise 
of the practice in the country that Lifehuni is operating, this concept is needed for the use of the virtual platform, adminis-
tration of networks, inventories, liquidation software, administration of web pages shared by the company.



“Feel proud to belong to the group of people who are happy
 because they have managed to own their lives,

time, health, and money”. JCMV
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PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS

C. Whenever a qualification is promoted, the previous condition will be immediately overridden.

D. If the I.E. wants to differentiate their advertising itself from other networks due to its economic achievements or activities, 
it will bear the name of Entrepreneur/Authorized Distributor, as the main theme and the name of the network will be an 
accessory title.

E. If the I.E. incurs in mistakes of the regulations due to fraud, imitations, poor presentations, threats, lawsuits or other 
reasons to Lifehuni caused by bad information, the I.E. must pay indemnities or compensation to Lifehuni or to the party 
involved for monetary or moral damages and other losses you have incurred, including those related to legal expenses for the 
misuse of the Lifehuni company name.

F. If the I.E. are in debt to Lifehuni for any reason, Lifehuni reserves the right to deduct the amount owed from any sum paya-
ble to the I.E., as well as withhold monies payments until the Entrepreneur/Distributor has fully paid off their debt or sanc-
tions will be given.

G. The I.E. cannot oral or in writing form attribute medical, therapeutic or curative properties to Lifehuni products. If the 
client is undergoing medical treatment, in such a case, we advise a doctor should also be consulted first.

H. It is allowed the presentation of brochures, magazines, catalogs, business cards on the counter or desk related to the 
company and authorized by.
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PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS

I. Clothing or buttons produced and approved by Lifehuni may be used, banners may not be displayed or displayed 
anywhere other than a distributor's meeting place as well as the audio and video broadcast produced by Lifehuni.

J. I.E. may carry out their own advertising as long as its content is verified by Lifehuni.

K. No I.E. is authorized to broadcast video or audio of any kind related to Lifehuni products except for the use of the 
one edited by the company.

L. When the Lifehuni business opportunity is presented, it must be emphasized that it means an independent 
business and that it is not an offer of employment.

M. In the telephone directory, I.E. may appear only as authorized Lifehuni I.E.

N. Only the company can give interviews or authorize advertising for itself and its products.

O. Only authorized Lifehuni workers may write or speak for the media.

P. The business cards will contain the I.E. Lifehuni Distributor, address and telephone number of the I.E.

Q. No I.E. may produce, from a source other than Lifehuni, items with the Lifehuni name and/or logo, or any of the 
trademarks or trade names belonging to Lifehuni or its subsidiaries.

R. No I.E. or other person may partially or totally reproduce any material produced by Lifehuni without written autho-
rization to do so.

S. All materials produced by Lifehuni are protected under copyright whether registered or not, and are the property 
of Lifehuni. If reproduction is accepted through written communication, it must be printed "This material is reprodu-
ced with the authorization of Lifehuni".
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“You can't reach a goal you haven't dreamed of”. JCMV

T. According to these rules of conduct and regulations of the company, the I.E. will indemnify Lifehuni for and against 
actions, lawsuits, judgments, fines and damages, including legal costs that are made or presented against the 
company, as a direct or indirect result of any infraction of any of the rules or regulations that apply to your sale activi-
ty. Lifehuni shall have no legal liability to any I.E. with respect to costs, losses or expenses suffered directly or indirect-
ly as a result of any act, omission, representation or statement of another I.E.

U. The sale of products between I.E.s is not allowed. If this sale is made, Lifehuni is not responsible and will not grant 
benefits of any kind on said transaction.

V. Lifehuni never downgrades any I.E, but by not complying with the requirements each cycle, you will stop earning 
the respective commissions.

W. The sales taxes is given by the country in which Lifehuni operates, it is handled from the discounted price, the 
handling fee of 2% if it is needed in the exercise of the practice, is calculated from the discounted price. (This will be 
Lifehuni decision).

X. Whenever there is an infraction of Lifehuni rules of conduct and its regulations, the company will adopt the actions 
or measures that are necessary according to the infraction, ranging from the suspension of purchasing privileges to 
the suspension of benefits and income.

Y. An I.E. may cancel their sale with or without reason, Lifehuni will make the waiver effective after the written 
request.

PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS
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1.11. Regulations of married or common-law couples established by law

1.12. Shopping

PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS

a) A married couple or a legally recognized free union may request the Lifehuni distribution separately or together 
(backed by the same Registration Agreement), both will enjoy the benefits as well as the responsibilities.
If one of the members of the couple violates the established rules, the people who are under this same registration 
agreement will be affected. In the event of the death of one of them, the surviving party will inherit the rights and 
obligations that corresponded to the deceased party.

b) If two I.E.s marry who made their application separately at the beginning of their relationship and wish to sign the 
same registration agreement, they must present a written acceptance by their spouse and subsequently make the 
request to Lifehuni, they must also present a written acceptance of each and every one of their derived lines and their 
generations accepting this union, Lifehuni will give the authorization so that their derived lines and generations 
immediately become part of their spouse.

If only one I.E. in the derived lines or generations does not agree to the union, it will not be possible to perform a union 
of registration agreements. If this is the case, one of the spouses may act for both under the authenticated written 
declaration of the other I.E..

At the moment of signing the registration agreement, the I.E. accepts the terms under oath and declares that the 
money used for the purchase of Lifehuni products has legal origin, has been honestly earned and is not linked to illicit 
or fraudulent procedures, money laundering, drug trafficking, terrorism and any other activity that can be classified 
as a crime in the country where your code is active.



PRINCIPIOS, CONDICIONES, DEFINICIONES, RESPONSABILIDADES  Y REGLAMENTO
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1.13. Returns

1.14. Incomes

PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS

The I.E. can submit a request to return any Lifehuni product for reasons of termination of the registration agreement 
or simply on a voluntary basis as long as it demonstrates that these products are new, with expiration dates of at least 
18 months or more, unused, In original condition, with intact packing seals and original labeling. 

Lifehuni repurchases such products for the total cost that has been paid for them, deducting the costs of administra-
tive procedures, storage, deduction of the amounts of direct sales discount payments, profits, benefits and/or bonu-
ses that have been paid by the respective purchase and non-recoverable taxes. Any amount that I.E. owes to Lifehuni 

Lifehuni has the only marketing plan that offers five sources of income:
• Income from direct sales (20% to 40%)
• Representation income (4% up to 20%)
• Residual income up to 4% for each line upgraded.
• Additional monetary incentives
• Prizes and bonuses

In case of finding the falsity of these will proceed to the cancelation of their code and therefore the loss of benefits, 
prizes, bonuses and constituted network.

The I.E. is not obliged to acquire certain products, nor with a certain frequency, nor are they subject to any schedule 
for the dissemination of the same, nor the accountability of the activities, except those that are required by the 
nature of the registration agreement.
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1.15. Form of payment

1.16. Requirements to transfer income

PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS

Your earnings will be paid as follows:

The profits for the purchase difference will be consigned to the bank account of each I.E. or by check. 

Network and the benefits for network purchase on the 15th day of the following month, as income from the previous 
cycle. If the 15th day is a holiday, payment will be made on the immediately preceding business day.

They shall be those established by the governmental laws established by the country in which Lifehuni is carrying out 
its operations.

PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS
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"What a Lifehuni I.E. really needs to be  
successful is a genuine desire to serve as 

many people as possible”
JCMV

PRINCIPLES, CONDITIONS, DEFINITIONS, RESPONSIBILITIES AND REGULATIONS
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I.E.

SECTION
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BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT

2.1. Cancellations and expiration

2.1.1.  Unilateral Termination of Registry Agreement

The Lifehuni Rules of Conduct contain the terms and conditions of the Lifehuni business and define the rights and 
responsibilities of each I.E..

The Rules of Conduct are designed to maintain contractual benefits between I.E.s and Lifehuni, along with other 
Lifehuni regulations that form part of the registration agreement for I.E., are expressly incorporated into the registration 
agreement that applicants sign and submit to Lifehuni in order to be accepted, and performs the functions as I.E.

The termination of the registration agreement operates when the I.E. incurs in any of the following actions:

a) The I.E. may terminate this registration agreement unilaterally when deemed appropriate.

b) When the I.E. subtracts networks belonging to other I.E.s

c) When the I.E. does not comply to the regulations and modifications made by the company or incurs in any of the 

prohibitions or limitations contemplated in the manual of rules of procedure, this document and/or documents that are 

an integral part of the registration agreement and guidelines.

d) When the I.E. falsifies or imitates Lifehuni products

The I.E. registration agreement is canceled according to the following parameters without excluding some other causes.
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2.1.2.

2.1.3. Code expiration

Rejected affiliation

In the case of rejection of the application by Lifehuni and it has been made virtually or in person, the agreement is 
considered valid from the day the application was received, such application will be temporarily authorized to promote 
the business and activities of Lifehuni. According to the rules of procedure and Policies of Lifehuni, and the agreement 
will be terminated from the day the applicant receives the notification of cancellation/rejection by Lifehuni
.
The I.E. is required to mail the signed version of the Registration Agreement within 30 calendar days of the virtual 
registration date. The registration agreement will be terminated automatically, in the event of non-compliance with this 
term.

The I.E. must maintain the validity of their code, which will be lost if stop purchasing products for a term equal to or 
greater than 12 months after its last purchase. Likewise, the validity of the code is essential to maintain the rights of 
representation over its customers, downlines and derivatives. If these conditions are not fulfilled, it will be assumed that 
the I.E. does not want to continue with the code, thus losing the rights to profits, benefits, qualifications, bonuses, and 
prizes, and the code will be automatically cancelled.

Re-purchasing a new affiliate product for initiation by making a new registration agreement application, physically or 
virtually and complying with the same application processes for a new I.E. affiliation.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.2. Permits

2.3. Bad practices

Lifehuni can reject or accept the proposal and all the data related to the activity including the proposed participation.

a) Only with the prior written authorization of Lifehuni an I.E. may participate in fairs or public exhibitions. To do so, it 
shall have submitted a written request to Lifehuni for approval, at least 30 calendar days prior to the event, where it shall 
include all the data concerning the activity, including the participation proposal. Lifehuni may reject or accept the 
proposal.

b) Website: An I.E. may have a website to promote the Lifehuni business and products if previously authorized by 
Lifehuni in compliance with the Lifehuni Policy on Websites.

I.E. may not conduct any activity, make claims or deny them related to products and the Lifehuni compensation plan 
which, given the context and circumstance, is not true, accurate and appropriate. Statements about Lifehuni products 
can only be taken at face value from official Lifehuni literature and official websites, made and approved for use in the 
respective market.

I.E. may not carry out the following practices:

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.4. Sale invoice

a) Exaggerate or make unwarranted claims about Lifehuni products and services other than those printed in official 
literature, including but not necessarily limited to: medical or health-related claims, as well as claims about Lifehuni 
products made by doctors and third parties or entities.

b) I.E. may not present products distributed by Lifehuni in an incorrect manner in terms of prices, quality, standards, 
content, models or style, place of origin or availability. The I.E. may not repackage, modify or alter product labels or 
official literature.

I.E.s must send to their customers, at the time of the sale of a Lifehuni product or service, a written and dated receipt 
which must:

a) Describe the product(s) sold and quantity

b) Show the price charged, including sales tax

c) Provide name, address and telephone number of the I.E., give additional information required by law in the country 

where Lifehuni business is conducted.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.5. Product warranty

2.6. Commercial Activities of Products and Services not related to Lifehuni

I.E. shall notify Lifehuni of any customer complaint and provide the corresponding information. When a customer 
requests the warranty of the products, I.E. shall immediately offer the customer the option of a full refund of the product, 
exchange for another similar product or credit to exchange for another product at the customer's request.

During the duration of the contractual relationship with Lifehuni, the I.E. shall not be part of any other direct sales 
activity, regardless of the type of product sold, marketing, sales and distribution activity of any type of product or good, 
which are in competition with the products and goods marketed, sold and distributed by Lifehuni. If an I.E., however, 
starts in another business other than the activities described above, related to products and services that are not part of 
Lifehuni, or support tools not authorized by Lifehuni, it must comply with the following:

a) An I.E. that personally sells products other than Lifehuni products or that sells services may not induce another I.E. 
that is not personally sponsored by it to sell these products or services, or induce them to offer them to other I.E., except 
those that are personally sponsored by it.
(Inducing means: attempting to persuade another I.E. to sell any product or service whether or not made for profit or any 
other motive).

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.7. Payments

2.8. Form of payment

b) No I.E. may sell, promote or benefit from the sale or promotion of Business support tools, except in accordance with 
policies and procedures established by Lifehuni.

c) I.E. may not take advantage of its knowledge or association with another I.E. not personally sponsored by it, including 
its knowledge from personal lines of sponsorship, for the purpose of promoting or expanding other business activities.

d) I.E. with a professional activity, involving direct contact with clients may serve clients who are I.E.s, and have sought 
them out. I.E.s may not actively solicit the representation of I.E.s who are not personally sponsored.

e) I.E., nor the partner, husband or wife or any other person in the registration agreement as a Junior I.E. may benefit 
from their knowledge or association with another I.E. to promote a business other than Lifehuni business.

Lifehuni only pays profits, benefits, bonuses and other incentives to the I.E. as long as they result from the sale of 
products to the end customer.

The participation obtained by the I.E. shall be cancelled as of the fifteenth (15th) day of the month following the closing 
date, prior certifications of purchases made to the company and will be made by means of bank transfers established by 
agreements between Lifehuni and the financial entity.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.9. Unauthorized messages

Agreement made by the company or account suggested by the I.E. and accepted by the Company, clarifying that it will 
be the I.E. who assumes the costs generated by the transactions made in the Bank.

PARAGRAPH 1: In order to make the referenced payment, the I.E. must comply with all tax obligations.

PARAGRAPH 2: The I.E. is responsible for each and every one of the legal and tax effects as well as the taxes generated 
as a consequence of the distribution of products, affiliations, profits, benefits, bonuses, prizes and other incentives 
established by the company.

I.E. shall not send unsolicited messages:

a) Through electronic or physical means (e.g. WhatsApp, Fax, email, SMS messages, private mail, and social 
networks) to groups or individuals.

b) I.E. will not send, transmit or communicate in any electronic way to any person without your prior written consent. 
This includes, but is not limited to, sending messages on social media or by email through newsgroups, shopping lists, 
or any other listing of persons or entities.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.10. Advertisement

2.11. Network

2.11.1. Manipulation of Lifehuni Compensation Plan

By whatever means of communication, an I.E. must make it clear that it is offering a business opportunity and not a job.

No I.E. may manipulate the Lifehuni Compensation Plan or a recognition volume that would result in the payment of 
bonuses, other awards or recognition, if it has not been achieved according to the terms specified in the sales plan and/or 
official literature. This rule also includes inappropriate business structures, Lifehuni will always enforce to the letter the 
conditions of any incentive established through official company literature.

The I.E. agrees that, upon submission of the Lifehuni Compensation Plan, it will:

a) In full and in its entirety , as indicated in the official materials of Lifehuni.

b) The I.E. will emphasize that there is only one Compensation Plan for all Lifehuni I.E.s and the adoption of products by 
their customers or descendants are a requirement to receive shares from their downlines.

c) The I.E., when presenting the compensation plan to potential candidates, likewise agrees not to use publications, 
materials, or ancillaries that Lifehuni has not printed or specifically authorized in writing.

d) The I.E. also agrees to indicate to all potential I.E.s that they are required to read the this manual before joining the 
company, which can be purchased at the time of signing the registration agreement or can also be downloaded at the 
company website www.lifehuni.com/usa.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.11.2. Lifehuni does not require having stock storage and does not encourage to their I.E. 
to stock products inventories 

2.12. Updating I.E. data

Confidentiality2.13. 

According to the Lifehuni Compensation Plan, bonuses are paid according to consumer sales. For this reason, in order 
for an I.E. to be entitled to compensation, products must be sold to consumers in quantities proportional to the I.E.s 
purchases.

Lifehuni reserves the right to withhold all profits, benefits, awards, bonuses and qualifications if it is determined that 
purchases are not commensurate with sales made to consumers. Upon Lifehuni's request, I.E. must provide Lifehuni 
with evidence of compliance with this rule.

The I.E. is responsible for communicating to Lifehuni any change or modification in his/her personal data (address, 
telephone, marital status, e-mail, etc.).

The I.E. during the term of its registration agreement and thereafter that has an economic income will maintain the 
confidentiality for the benefit of Lifehuni, of any trade secrets, formulas, business plans or business information of 
Lifehuni, as well as any other information of commercial value relating to other I.E. or customer,  , that the company 

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.14. International code (businesses outside the country of origin)

“Let your potential buyer speak freely and you will discover 
their needs ”. JCMV

The request to commercialize Lifehuni products outside the territory in which the I.E. has its domicile is conditioned to 
the signature of a new registration agreement different from that of its country of origin, in order to comply with the 
legislation of the country where the company intends to conquer the market, previously and additionally it must again 
initiate the registration and acceptance process by the company under the conditions established in the country in 
which it aspires to obtain its code.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT

provides or that the I.E. develops or obtains, as an I.E. it will not use such information directly or indirectly for any 
purpose other than its direct sale.

By becoming an I.E., you agree to comply with the conditions of the registration agreement, the documents that are an 
integral part of it. Also agree to safeguard and respect the name of the company, avoiding any disparagement or 
defamation towards it, in case of breach of this commitment, the company will definitively cancel your code and the link 
with Lifehuni, clarifying that you will receive the income earned only until the date of cancellation of your code and as a 
sanction the person will be removed from the network, reserving the company's right to take legal action it deems 
appropriate.
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2.15. I.E. advertising and Image Use Authorization.

The I.E. agrees to allow Lifehuni to obtain photos, videos and other recorded media of himself/herself or his/her peers. It 
acknowledges and agrees to allow such recorded media to be used by Lifehuni and/or any of its affiliates and/or 
subsidiaries for any lawful purpose, free of charge and without compensation. 

The I.E. declares that it holds all copyrights in relation to the Image and the Videos and declares that to the best of its 
knowledge and belief, that it does not require the consent of any other person or entity to allow Lifehuni and/or any 
third party it designates to use the Image and the Videos, as described in the preceding paragraphs and that such use 
does not violate or infringe the personal rights or intellectual, industrial or copyrights of the Licensor or third parties or 
any other type.

I.E. understands that it may cancel this authorization by sending a letter indicating such cancellation to 
juridicalifehuni@gmail.com virtually or to the principal place of business in the country where the Lifehuni business is 
being conducted by official courier to Lifehuni. Likewise, agree that Lifehuni, subject to the rules, procedures and privacy 
statements, may obtain, record, use, retain, transfer, discard and otherwise process to other I.E. and third parties, or 
other companies related to Lifehuni, their personal and commercial information necessary to allow Lifehuni to comply 
with its obligations under its registration agreement, or that Lifehuni determines convenient to support its distribution 
operations and the administration of the sponsorship line. Review the Privacy Policy contained in 
www.lifehuni.com/usa.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.16. Support tools

 
Support tools are entirely optional, and I.E.s may choose to use, promote, sell or distribute them should assume that their 
purchase is entirely voluntary. The purchase of any support tools are not a prerequisite for becoming an I.E.  Lifehuni 
must authorize all business support material prior to its promotion, use, sale, or distribution:

a) The I.E. understands that it does not have to purchase HDA to become an I.E. (being useful but not necessary to be a 
successful I.E.).

b) I.E. understands that Lifehuni does not receive any income from the purchase of these Support tools.

c) Some I.E. and authorized suppliers earn income (which is not paid by Lifehuni) from the purchase of Support tools.

d) Approved suppliers must meet Lifehuni's quality standards for Support tools.

e) The I.E. is entitled to reimbursement from the seller under certain circumstances.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.17. Mediation and Dispute Clause

Any dispute between the Company and the I.E. arising between the parties shall be settled in respect of any claim or 
difference arising in connection with the business of the I.E., including its limits, rights, obligations and other matters 
relating to the Company. They shall be settled as follows:

a) The I.E. shall act in good faith in making the respective claims and negotiations.

b) If negotiations are unsuccessful, the I.E. will ethically attempt to resolve with administrative mediation in the 
following cases Lifehuni's headquarters in the country of operation.

c) Lifehuni and I.E., by mutual agreement, agree to settle claims and disputes arising out of or relating to its independent 
distribution.

d) The I.E. agrees to submit any dispute that may arise with another active or inactive I.E. or with a Lifehuni authorized 
supplier, or with any employees belonging to this company or its affiliates, parent, predecessor or successor of Lifehuni 
here or anywhere in the world, to the conciliation process (Section 2 from articles 2.18 through 2.20).

e) The I.E. waives any and all claims against Lifehuni or any action Lifehuni has taken, against the I.E. for violation either 
by omission or by action of the registration agreement, Ethics Manual, Lifehuni's Employer Manual or other standards 
of conduct.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.18. Infringement proceedings and penalties

2.18.1. Investigation

 Classification of Failures for I.E.2.18.2.

 

When Lifehuni believes or becomes aware of an alleged violation of the I.E. registration agreement.  Lifehuni, shall have 
the power to open the pertinent investigations regarding the case and the activity of the I.E. Lifehuni may initiate the 
investigation on its own initiative or when another I.E. or customer has sent a written complaint to Lifehuni. 

The investigations shall be exhausted under the disciplinary procedure designed by the company and always with 
respect and harmony for the fundamental constitutional rights of those involved, and under the right of defense, due 
process and contradiction.

a) SINGLE FAULTS: A SINGLE FAULT is generated when there is a violation or non-compliance to the rules of the 
company such as registration agreement, internal regulations for I.E., circulars, resolutions or in general any policy, rule 
or guideline that Lifehuni imparts in a particular or general way for the independent universal entrepreneurs, in the 
event that it does NOT cause any type of damage to the company.

When there is a minor offense without prejudice to the company and there is no conduct to be clarified due to the 
confession of the I.E., there will be no need to exhaust the disciplinary investigation, since an IMPROVEMENT 
COMMITMENT can be made, where the particular situation of the case will be reported. The I.E. will be informed of the 
fault, and will be given the opportunity to make a statement on the matter, and if it is the case, a record will be made of 
the relevant commitments that the I.E. acquires with Lifehuni.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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b) MODERATE FAULTS: A MODERATE fault is generated when there is a violation or non-compliance with the 
company's rules, such as registration agreement, internal regulations for I.E., circulars, resolutions or in general any 
order or instruction given by the company in particular or in general for its I.E., in the event that it causes a MODERATE 
damage to the company.

When there is a moderate misconduct, the entire disciplinary procedure must be exhausted, as stipulated in these 
regulations, observing at all times compliance with the right of defense, due process and contradiction, and even if found 
guilty of the conduct charged, the sanctions will be suspensions of between three and six months without the right to 
receive commissions.

c) SERIOUS FAULT: A SERIOUS fault is generated when there is a violation, infringement or breach of company rules, 
such as registration agreement, internal regulations for I.U.s, circulars, resolutions or in general any order or instruction 
that in particular or in general the company gives to its I.E.s, in the event that causes a SERIOUS damage to the company 
or when there have been at least five minor offenses, or three moderate offenses in the course of the relationship.
All misconduct considered as serious, duly proven through an internal disciplinary process, shall be grounds for 
termination of I.E. registration agreement.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT



Before applying a sanction, the company is obliged to respect all the fundamental constitutional rights of the I.E., such as 
the legitimate right to due process, the right to defense and contradiction, as well as all the labor rights to which he is 
entitled. 

For this reason, an internal disciplinary investigation shall be initiated, where a statement of charges shall be formulated 
to the I.E., which shall contain all the detailed information of the alleged offense and the regulations of the company in 
which it is classified, as well as all and each one of the evidences that the company has against them. Subsequently, the 
investigated person will be given the opportunity, who will have the absolute right to be heard in discharges, controvert 
the evidence and request additional evidence that he/she considers pertinent.

PARAGRAPH: The Legal Department shall be in charge of substantiating and ruling on disciplinary investigations in the 
first instance.

The I.E. must be notified of the opening of the disciplinary investigation and also of the date and time of the hearing for 
the formulation of the statement of charges, the receipt of the company's defense and discovery of evidence and the 
I.E.'s evidentiary requests. This notification may be made in writing or verbally. Which will be ratified with the 
attendance of the I.E. to the diligence.

In the event that the I.E. does not appear at the respective hearing, a second written notification shall be made; in the 
event that he/she does not appear, a third written notification shall be made, which shall be the last one, and in the event 
that he/she does not attend. The facts that generated the offense shall be considered true and the respective sanction 
shall be applied.

Procedure to evaluate faults and forms of application of disciplinary sanctions2.18.3.
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On the date and at the time set for the disciplinary hearing, a detailed explanation of the disciplinary procedure must be 
given to disciplinary procedure, which consists of the following stages:
1. Formulation of charges with precise and detailed description of the factual situation of the case.

2. Discovery of probative material, physical evidence, legally obtained material and other evidence in the possession of 
the company against the disciplined I.E.

3. Receipt of the disciplined I.E.'s defense and contradiction rights.

4. Evidentiary requests of the disciplined I.E.. Being valid any type of evidentiary means supported in the legislation of 
the state of Florida. If possible, they will be incorporated directly to the process, however, if additional time is necessary, 
a maximum evidentiary period of twenty (20) working days may be decreed for their respective practice.

5. At the end of the evidentiary period, the file is submitted to a legal study to review the evidence and the arguments 
presented by the investigated party. This stage that may not exceed twenty (20) working days to issue the respective 
first instance ruling, which may be extended for two equal periods, if necessary due to the complexity of the case.
6. The decision issued in the first instance is subject to appeal for reconsideration before the person who issues it, and in 
subsidy of appeal before the general management within four (4) working days following its respective notification. The 
appeal must be presented in writing by the disciplined I.E. in which he/she shall clear, precise and concisely explain the 
reason and arguments supporting its appeals.

7. In the event that the investigated party files any type of appeal, this must be resolved within twenty (20) working days 
following its presentation, a decision that must be duly notified to the I.E. if necessary, the period for resolving the appeal 
may be extended for two equal periods due to the complexity of the case. The disciplinary sanction imposed with 
violation or violation of the procedure indicated in this procedure will not produce any effect.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.18.4. Claims

Notification2.18.5.

Whoever believes that another I.E. has violated the terms of the registration agreement, rules of procedure and policies 
of Lifehuni and who has personal knowledge of the activities that lead to an alleged violation, shall notify Lifehuni in 
writing where he/she informs each and every one of the circumstances of time, manner and place related to the conduct. 
Lifehuni will examine the information in detail, will make the corresponding preliminary inquiries and if deemed 
meritorious, will open the corresponding disciplinary investigations in order to clarify the facts and collect evidence 
regarding the related factual situation. Information with which, after strictly exhausting the disciplinary procedure 
contemplated, the appropriate sanctions will be taken

Upon receipt of this notice, Lifehuni will notify I.E. of the complaint and request an immediate response. A notice of the 
complaint and/or a copy of the letter will be sent to the representative. If the complaint and response do not contain 
enough facts about what happened to make a decision, additional information may be requested from another I.E., 
Lifehuni will decide if there was a violation of the rules of procedure and policy. Lifehuni will send a notice of the violation 
or breach to the I.E., copying the direct representative, Lifehuni will advise the I.E. to request a review of the disciplinary 
and/or ethics committee. 

The I.E. will be informed by any method acceptable by law to the address, fax or e-mail that Lifehuni has on record.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.19. Actions taken by Lifehuni in case of infringement by an I.E.

2.19.1. Finalization of the affiliation agreement

Lifehuni may terminate the registration agreement for severe and intentional breaches of rules.
Lifehuni's behavior and policies only after following the procedures outlined in the procedure and penalties for non- 
compliance section. I.E. shall if requested by Lifehuni, return all products and services in its possession pursuant to the 
Returns Rule, cease using all trademarks, trade names, insignia or any other intellectual property owned or licensed by 
Lifehuni.

a) It will no longer identify itself as I.E.

b) Will cease to participate in any Lifehuni or related activities.

c) Upon termination of the I.E. registration agreement by Lifehuni, the I.E. may not only take legal action but may also 
approach the parent disciplinary committee during the six months following the sanction or termination of the I.E. 
registration agreement.

d) Shall not encourage, solicit or even attempt to sponsor or persuade another I.E. to compete with Lifehuni; in 
particular, to sell, or promote other products, services or business opportunities, which are not related to Lifehuni. 

This clause shall survive the expiration or termination of the registration agreement (for 2 years).

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.19.2. Warning call

2.19.3. Obligation

2.19.4.  Suspension

The warning calls could include sending the clauses of the manual of rules of procedure or the I.E. Code of Ethics 
including partial suspension of some benefits such as purchase of products among others.

The I.E. must attend training scheduled by the company to correct the infraction and receive suggestions based on the 
following criteria in this manual, rules of procedure, ethics committee and others related to the case.

Lifehuni may suspend some or all privileges of the registration agreement including:
a) Freezing profits, benefits, qualifications, bonuses, incentives, representing activity, invitations to seminars, trips and 
events, etc.

b) Pending final resolution of the case, remediation of injuries to the I.E. involved may include providing Lifehuni with 
copies of its sales and marketing plan presentations and training records.

c) Temporarily block code for ordering (will be informed of the duration of the suspension in the letter decisional). 
Suspension will be imposed unless Lifehuni is satisfied with the corrections made by the I.E.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.19.5. Repair of the infraction / return and/or blocking of qualification

Acceptance and completion of the process2.19.6.

2.19.7. New subscription request

2.19.8. Lifehuni determination

2.19.9. Sanctions

Lifehuni reserves the right to withhold profits, benefits, bonuses, qualification awards at its discretion if there is the need 
to reward the I.E. involved, customers or related third parties.

Lifehuni reserves the right to accept or reject any I.E. application involved in the infringement.

Lifehuni reserves the right to accept or reject any I.E. application involved in the infringement.

Lifehuni may initiate a lawsuit against the I.E., file a civil or legal complaint, notify the relevant authorities, or take any 
other action or exercise any other remedy that may be available and permitted under applicable law.

Lifehuni reserves the right to apply sanctions and any other action, if required in a specific case of a breach of registration 
agreement and termination of the registration agreement as may be permitted under applicable law and at its own 
discretion to remedy the specific breach, Lifehuni will not allow any breach to go uncorrected.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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2.19.10.    Procedure for canceled or Non-renewed registration agreements.

2.20. Disciplinary committee matrix

When a registration agreement terminates due to non-compliance with the provisions in the area of expiration terms, 
will be considered cancelled. The I.E. will have no further rights to the registration agreement, losing the rights to its 
derivative lines and generation as well as to its qualifications and titles. When an I.E. loses the code, their network will 
immediately be upgraded to the I.E. that was its representative.

The disciplinary committee conducts an internal procedure for decisions regarding termination, renewal, 
representation or suspension of an I.E.

a) Review until a decision is made: in the event of a request for review by the I.E. to the parent disciplinary committee, the 
decision made by Lifehuni in general will not be suspended until the review has occurred and a final decision is made. 
During this period: the I.E. will be suspended from all activities related to Lifehuni, from making purchases, qualifications, 
profits, benefits, bonuses, incentives, nor will he/she make Lifehuni presentations or attend invitations, business 
seminars or other events organized by Lifehuni during this period, even though there may be a qualification prior to the 
suspension period.

b) In the event the decision of the parent disciplinary committee is given in favor of I.E., Lifehuni will restore full rights 
and privileges and pay the balance of monies previously held in escrow.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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d) Procedure for making a request for Review: it must be in writing and may be attach by any document that supports 
this request and sent to the e-mail comitedisciplinario.lifehuni@gmail.com. The disciplinary committee is made up of 
personnel suitable for these special situations. The members of the committee are not arbitrators.

e) The disciplinary committee may request evidence, the presence of one or both related parties (customers, other 
distributors, suppliers or any third party) at the head office at its own cost.

f) The committee's determination will be communicated to the parties involved, the parent disciplinary committee may 
affirm, reverse, or modify Lifehuni's decision. The committee upholds or requests the cancelation of the registration 
agreements of the I.E. and notify the I.E. that the committee has confirmed the cancelation, that the business has been 
terminated by decision of the committee.

g) If the committee decides an action other than cancelation, the I.E. will be informed by official mail of the date of the 
decision and the starting date for the integration of the I.E. to Lifehuni. The decision of the committee will not give rise to 
any liability on the part of the Lifehuni, with the loss of profits.

h) If the I.E. initiates litigation in court prior to the filing of its appeal by the disciplinary committee, the opportunity for 
review will not be allowed.

BEHAVIORAL RULES PROINÁT
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3.1. Direct sales
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PROFITABILITY SCALE
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4
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PRODUCT POINTS

POINTS FOR PRODUCTS

Is the process by which the I.E purchase the product in the authorized Lifehuni offices with a discount (which varies 
according to the level in which it is). and sells it at the official price for the public or individuals. In this way, it acquires 
points that at the end of each cycle will be assigned to the qualification ranging from 20% to 40%. Lifehuni considers this 
income as cash flow.

LIFEHUNI COMPENSATION PLAN
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3.2. Representation

By inviting other people to become a I.E like you, you could form a team work and build the best company in the world. 
Your I.E can represent others and they can represent others and so on, bigger the network and the more sales they 
make, the higher your income will be.

The first step is to create your list of future customers and I.E, you can start with your family, friends, acquaintances, 
referrals and anyone who wants to have good nutrition and embrace the business opportunity. For each person who 
makes a first purchase as an I.E, you will receive the difference of the public price of that first product and your 
percentage of profitability.

In addition, you will continue to receive the differential of sales made by the I.E in your network, that is, on all sales made 
by your I.E, you will receive the percentage of difference according to the level in which they are.

LIFEHUNI COMPENSATION PLAN



QUALIFICATIONS

When it has reached a minimum of 400 points, it will be a Life I.E with the maximum percentage of profit (40%) in sales 
spreads on your network's sales.
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3.3. 

3.3.1. Life I.E

LIFEHUNI COMPENSATION PLAN



You can become E.U.I. Life Platinum in 2 ways: By accumulating personal points or with the help of your Non-life I.E (less 
than 40%) and that do not depend on a different Life I.E.

To qualify for Life Platinum with personal points, you must complete 400 points within a time limit of 2 consecutive 
cycles as follows:
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3.3.2.  Life Platinum

3.3.2.1. Life Platinum qualification with personal points. 

Note: If the volume of the points exceeds the minimum value as a requirement 
of this cycle, it would not be taken into account for the qualification of the following 
cycle.   *Applies ONLY for personal points*.

PERSONAL
CLASSIFICATION

200 Points

300 Points

400 Points

200 Points

100 Points

0 Points

Life Platinum

Life Platinum

Life Platinum

SECOND
CYCLE

FIRTS
CYCLE

CLASSIFICATION

POINTS TO ADD
IN PERSONAL

SALES
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If your I.E network of one and/or two suns (20% to 36%), accumulate 300 points in a cycle, they will serve you as long as 
you make at least 200 points in this same cycle, taking into account that the I.E in your network do not depend on a 
different Life I.E.

40% discount in all your purchases.
Spread income from 4% to 20%.
Network purchase benefits from 1% to 4% of your first two (2) generations of Life I.E.
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3.3.2.2. Life Platinum qualification with the help of Non-life I.E network.

3.3.2.3. Life Platinum benefits

NETWORK CLASSIFICATION

NON-LIFE DISTRIBUTION
NETWORK POINTS

PERSONAL POINTS

300 POINTS

200 POINTS

POINTS
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When 4 of the first generation of Life Platinum have reached network purchase benefits equivalent s to two hundred 
and thirty-five dollars ($235 USD), and their second generation is composed of 12 Life I.E with minimum sales of 4 
personal points or of their Non-Life network. The Life Sapphire earns network purchase benefits of 1% to 4% up to its 
third (3rd) generation of Life I.E in its derived line.
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3.3.3.  Life Sapphire

LIFEHUNI COMPENSATION PLAN
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When 8 of the first generation of Life Platinum have reached network purchase benefits equivalent to two hundred and 
thirty-five dollars ($235 USD), and their second generation is composed of 24 Life I.E with minimum sales of 4 personal 
points or of their Non-Life network. The Life Emerald earns network purchase benefits of 1% to 4% up to its fourth (4th) 
generation of Life I.E in its derived line.
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3.3.4. Life Emerald 

LIFEHUNI COMPENSATION PLAN
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When 12 of the first generation of Life Platinum have reached network purchase benefits equivalent to two hundred 
and thirty-five dollars ($235 USD), and their second generation is composed of 36 Life I.E with minimum sales of 4 
personal points or of their Non-Life network. The Life Diamond obtains benefits for network purchase of 1% to 4% until 
its fifth (5th) generation of Life I.E in its derived line.

3.3.5. Life Diamond 

LIFEHUNI COMPENSATION PLAN
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I.E LIFE DIAMOND

36 I.E Life making 4 points.
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When 16 of the U.S.S. Life Platinum in first generation have achieved network purchase benefits
equivalent (13) thirteen points, and its second generation consists of 48 E.U.I.S Life with minimum sales
of 4 personal points or from your NO Life network. The U.S.I. Life Diamond Earns Benefits from Network Purchase of
1% to 4% up to its fifth (6th) generation U.S.I.S Life in its derivative line.

3.3.6. Life Double Diamond 

LIFEHUNI COMPENSATION PLAN
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Sapphire:
1) Must have 4 Platinums in the first line. 
2) Each of the above Platinums must be earning $235 USD in Lifehuni network purchase profit (residuals). 
3) Of the above Platinums each must have 3 Life I.E (40%) in second line (total 12 Life).
4) Each of the Life I.E of the second line must make 4 points in personal sales or with the help of their non-life network 
(those who are from 20% to 36%) or only from their non-life network.

Emerald:
1) Must have 8 frontline Platinums. 
2) Each of the above Platinums must be earning $235 USD in Lifehuni network purchase profit (residuals). 
3) Of the above Platinums each must have 3 Life I.E (40%) in second line (total 24 Life). 
4) Each of the Life I.E of the second line must make 4 points in personal sales or with the help of their non-life network 
(those who are from 20% to 36%) or only from their non-life network.

Diamond:
1) Must have 12 frontline Platinums. 
2) Each of the above Platinums must be earning $235 USD in Lifehuni network purchase profit (residuals). 
3) Of the above Platinums each must have 3 Life I.E (40%) in second line (total 36 Life). 4) Each of the Life I.E of the second 
line must make 4 points in personal sales or with the help of their non-life network (those who are from 20% to 36%) or 
only from their non-life network.

3.3.7.  Life qualification at its different levels 

Note: Each platinum must be owned by 3 Life I.E in second line. This applies to the 
different levels of qualification. 

LIFEHUNI COMPENSATION PLAN
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3.3.8. Table of Benefits for L. Platinum, L. Sapphire, L. Emerald and L. Diamond

LIFEHUNI COMPENSATION PLAN
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1) When you qualify as a Life I.E in any of its modalities, you are entitled to benefits, as long as in the following cycles, 
meet the requirements. 
2) Once you have obtained your title as Life I.E in any of its modalities, you will not lose it; but if you do not meet the 
requirement, you will no longer receive the commissions corresponding to this level.

1) In order to deliver benefits for network purchases, Lifehuni may require receipts or invoices supporting the sales.

2) Network purchase benefits are calculated once a month, according to the calendar cycle of the last day of the month.

3)The benefits and profits from the purchase of the network will be delivered on the fifteenth day of the month 
following the closing of the cycle.
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3.4.  Conditions and Restrictions 

3.4.1.  Application for Network Purchase Benefits

“Mission is the greatest goal for the 
man who wants to leave his mark”. JCMV
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Contact Us

2201 Palm Avenue
#4-204 Miramar,
FL 33025, United States

+1 (786) 522-6118

sales@lifehuniusa.com
lifehuniusa@gmail.com



www.lifehuni.com/usa

LifehuniUSA LifehuniOficialUSA


